
Politics in Media 

Pop Culture Universe (LVCCLD does not own this databases, however we may have some the films listed in 

our Library Catalog) 

Notes: 

This Research List includes reference entries to help further understanding of the different ways in which the 

media handles the presentation of politics and presidents. 

1 JFK (Film, 1991) 

In the film JFK, director Oliver Stone takes a controversial look at the 1963 assassination of President John F. 

Kennedy. 

Category: Arts and Media 

2 Daily Show with Jon Stewart, The (TV, 1999) 

The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, a half-hour political satire that airs on Comedy Central, provides tongue-in-

cheek coverage of major political events and has become an influential political forum in its own right. 

Category: Arts and Media 

3 Fahrenheit 9/11 (Film, 2004) 

Fahrenheit 9/11 is a 2004 bdocumentary film by Michael Moore that takes a scathing look at the administration 

of U.S. president George W. Bush and their handling of the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks. 

Category: Arts and Media 

4 Internet Memes 

"Internet meme" is a term used to describe a phrase, concept, image, or other online content that spreads rapidly 

from user to user without an organized plan of distribution. 

Category: Idea-Overview 

5 comic strip: I Drew This 

Political comic strip titled I Drew This created by D.C. Simpson. 

Category: Photo-General 

6 Obama Girl 

Obama Girl was a YouTube sensation that began in the summer of 2007. 

Category: Individual-Overview 
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7 

Saturday Night Live (TV, 1975) 

Saturday Night Live has been a bellwether of American humor and a showcase for comedy's best, brightest, and 

most irreverent performers and writers since 1975. 

Category: Arts and Media 

8 Documentary Film 

There is no unifying characteristic of the documentary. These films deal with a range of subject matters and 

make use of a wide variety of cinematic conventions. 

Category: Essay-Overview 

9 Film, Politics and 

Even before the invention of recorded sound in the cinema, the movie industry played on audience sentiments in 

an effort to validate certain viewpoints and discredit others. 

Category: Essay-Overview 

10 Political Satire and Rally to Restore Sanity (Background) 

Jon Stewart and Stephen Colbert have staged something of a coup in the realm of news consumption, which has 

led to criticism that mock both the news media and the nature of politics. 

Category: Feature Story-Background 

11 Colbert Report, The (TV, 2005) 

The Colbert Report is an award-winning, late-night news satire program that airs Monday through Thursday on 

Comedy Central. 

Category: Arts and Media 

12 Teddy Bear 

Teddy bear. 

Category: Photo-General 

13 Caricature 

A caricature is a work of art or literature that humorously ridicules a person or type through exaggeration and 

distortion. 

Category: Glossary 

14 Political cartoon: "White mans' burden" 



Cover of Life magazine depicting showing Uncle Sam, John Bull, and Kaiser Wilhelm being carried on the 

shoulders of non-whites, March 1899. 

Category: Photo-General 

 


